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About This Game

The story is about a couple, set on an Island created due to global warming that has flooded most of the Earths surface.
You moved here to settle down and live the quiet life, far away from civilization.

The problem with this is that nobody notified you of the ongoing world crisis that would alter the fate of all living beings on
Earth.

The few neighbors who lived in your vicinity has abandoned the Island in hope of finding out what remains.. without any means
of communication there is no telling what they found, if anything.

You must scavenge the Island to find resources to stay alive, due to global warming the climate is quickly shifting from summer
to winter temperatures with harsh rain and thunderstorms.

But the most important question.. Are we truly alone in the world? If not, how long until others find this place...

Stay up to date, follow the development of Just Us

https://www.facebook.com/justusgame/
https://twitter.com/dryeeldev

Game Features

 Animal Breeding
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You have the ability to breed animals that you catch in the world

 Pet System
You will have a companion throughout the game that will help you find items and enemies in the world

 Dynamic weather system
The weather can go from being a nice sunny day to a freezing snowstorm, thunderstorm or rain. The weather affects a
lot of things in the world, most importantly your body temperature and health, you will get sick if you stay out for too
long, for example.

 Crafting System
You can craft things like building parts, campfires, clothing, weapons, ammo, traps, etc.

 Farming
Enables to you grow your own crops/food/medicine in greenhouses.

 Inventory System

 Vehicles
Vehicles can be found in the world, they require fuel, parts and maintenance to run.

 Fishing
You can fish in some lakes found on the Islands, the fish will require cooking before consuming, otherwise you will get
sick.

 Cooking

 Gathering
Chop down trees for wood, gather stones and herbs/seeds from bushes and plants.

 Weapons
There are some rifles in the world for you to find, but you are able to craft the more basic kind of weaponry, such as
bows and crossbows.
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Title: Just Us
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Dry Eel Development
Publisher:
Dry Eel Development
Release Date: TBD

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: N/A

Graphics: N/A

English
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Closed Alpha is up and running:
join our discord channel to reserve your seat:
https://discord.gg/GamYQH3. Alpha build 0.82 released:
- optimization of loading times and transitions between tracks
- at the end of a race in SOLO mode, an updated version of the leaderboard is shown
- winner/loser fanfare plays also in MULTIPLAYER mode
- calibration procedure has now more forgiving requirements
- fixed a bug which made race time start from the beginning of the countdown instead that from the beginning of the race
- fixed a bug with wheel spokes transparency

- added new Track 08. It is a work in progress. It's a fast and dangerous downhill road. It's the longest track so far. It will take 6
to 8 minutes to complete. To play along with Track 07, the Drag strip, our shortest track.

TRACK 08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wK-mDLAobJI

TRACK 07
https://youtu.be/zkuC1-t3tCs

Join our discord[discord.gg] to try it out and help testing before early access.. Alpha build 0.81 released - the voice chat
build:
- Fixed many bugs related to multiplayer connection and disconnection, and to getting in and out from spectator mode
- Added voice chat to multiplayer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LwS0dBLyUM

Join the discord channel[discord.gg] to try it out and help testing before early access.. Alpha Build 0.83 is out:
- Added a new track: Mount Taygetus. It is an off-road track set on one of the highest mountain in Greece. It is said that in
Antiquity, Spartan newborns were abandoned there if deemed unfit. They survived and have been racing there up until this day.

- Added a new character, the Unfit Spartan.

- Added the option to create and configure a multiplayer room

- Added the option to join a multiplayer room from the list of all the open rooms

- Added the option to select and order the tracks you want to run (solo and multiplayer), and for how many laps (multiplayer
only)

- Removed the "ready" toggle button and logic in multiplayer: the race will start after 10 seconds you join a room, or as soon as
the player who created the room presses the "start" button

- Added "Time Over" event in multiplayer games, which fires 30 seconds after the first player crosses the finish line, and
automatically ends the race for all the players which have not ended the race yet

- Refactored user management, adding Steam authentication among other improvements, so that Differently Fast users are now
linked to their profiles on Steam (display name, friends)

- Added the option to select wheelchair color schemes independently of the chosen character

- Added the names of the other players on the menu in spectator mode

- Fixed a bug where some ghosts were not be properly recorded, and were then played at high speed
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- Refactored menu and split it in a "main menu" accessed only in intro, and in a "in race menu" where you can only leave/restart
ongoing race

- Improved scale and position of hands colliders when using menu

- The Downhill Road track has been shortened. It now takes a couple of minutes to run it instead of six (if you know how to ride
a wheelchair downhill).

- All audio sources now go through an audio mixer to prevent your ears from bleeding as was the case in the past.

Join our  Discord[discordapp.com] to try it before early access.. Alpha build 0.85 is out. The Mixed Reality build.:
- Integrated the LIV SDK for mixed reality
- Added game settings panel in the menu
- Comfort settings: enable/disable FOV reduction.
- Voice chat settings: enable/disable microphone and speaker
- Added control schemes for HTC, Oculus and WMR in "How To Play" menu panel and billboard
- Steering was wrong (reversed) when going backwards, it is now correct
- Tons of little fixes

Testing keys giveaway is suspended until beta. A limited number of keys is still available for content creators.

Join The Racing Club on Discord[discord.gg]

. Differently Fast Alpha build 0.86 is out:
- Changed the way you decide which track to start with. Just select the track and start the game, instead of clicking the ‘1st’
button on track thumbnail.
- Visual improvements
- Tons of little fixes
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